Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) aims to help couples with heritable genetic disorders to avoid the birth of diseased off spring or the recurrence of loss of conception. Following in vitro fertilization, one or a few cells are biopsied from each human preimplantation embryo for genetic testing, allowing diagnosis and selection of healthy embryos for uterine transfer. Although classical methods, including single-cell PCR and fl uorescent in situ hybridization, enable PGD for many genetic disorders, they have limitations. They often require family-specifi c designs and can be labor intensive, resulting in long waiting lists. Furthermore, certain types of genetic anomalies are not easy to diagnose using these classical approaches, and healthy off spring carrying the parental mutant allele(s) can result. Recently, state-of-the-art methods for singlecell genomics have fl ourished, which may overcome the limitations associated with classical PGD, and these underpin the development of generic assays for PGD that enable selection of embryos not only for the familial genetic disorder in question, but also for various other genetic aberrations and traits at once. Here, we discuss the latest single-cell genomics methodologies based on DNA microarrays, singlenucleotide polymorphism arrays or next-generation sequence analysis. We focus on their strengths, their validation status, their weaknesses and the challenges for implementing them in PGD.
(IVF), was introduced over two decades ago by pioneering groups like the ones of Yury Verlinsky [1, 2] and Alan Handyside [3] . Driven by technology, the use of PGD has grown immensely and increases annually, with more than 50,000 cycles performed worldwide, and more than 10,000 babies born thus far [4] . Specifi cally, PGD is off ered to couples to avoid the transmission of heritable genetic disorders to their off spring or to increase their chances of a successful pregnancy. Th e main indications for PGD are Mendelian disorders, such as highly penetrant, often life-threatening autosomal dominant or recessive diseases; X-linked recessive diseases; and chromosomal copy-number aberrations that result from meiotic missegregation of a balanced chromosomal rearrangement present in a parent. Th e latter may in turn lead to recurrent miscarriage or severely disabled offspring resulting from segmental aneusomies [5, 6] . A distinc tive form of PGD, commonly referred to as preimplan tation genetic diagnosis for aneuploidy screening (PGD-AS) or PGS, was tailored to help couples who have normal karyotypes but are burdened with fertility problems due to advanced maternal age, recurrent miscarriage, recurrent implantation failure or severe male factor infertility. PGS aims to detect de novo meiotic aneuploidies in IVF conceptions to increase the rate of successful pregnancy. Figure 1 summarizes the contribution of each of these indications to the number of PGD cycles over the past 10 years, as reported by the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology PGD consortium [6] .
In brief, each PGD cycle starts with a hormonal ovarian stimulation followed by ultrasound-guided oocyte aspiration and IVF. Because embryos in the preimplantation stage consist of a very limited number of cells, diagnosis has to be performed by genetic testing of just a single or a few biopsied embryonic cells (Figure 2) . Th e major approach for PGD today involves biopsy of one or two blastomeres from a 6-to 8-cell human cleavage-stage embryo on day 3 after IVF. Th e biopsied embryos are further cultured in vitro, and the biopsied cell is diagnosed by single-cell PCR or single-nucleus fl uorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)-based assays targeted at the genetic risk alleles [5] . Table 1 gives an overview of established and imminent methodologies (see below) and their capacity to detect various genetic anomalies.
Following diagnosis, one or more healthy embryos are selected for transfer to the uterus on day 4 or 5 of the same IVF-PGD cycle, before the embryo would naturally implant into the uterine wall. Hence, only a narrow, approximately 48 hour time frame is available for diagnosis after blastomere biopsy. The average successful pregnancy rate per embryo transferred following diagnosis reaches 30% [5] . Alternative time points for cell biopsy include the aspiration of the first and second polar body on day 0 (mature oocyte) or day 1 (zygote) after fertilization, and the biopsy of trophectoderm cells at the blastocyst stage, which requires embryo freezing and thawing following diagnosis (see below).
Here, we discuss the limitations of the classical approaches for PGD and how recent genome-wide methods for single-cell genomics can revolutionize PGD. Imminent methods will allow PGD to go far beyond what is currently feasible (Table 1, Figure 2 ).
Classical techniques for PGD and their limitations
Although established methods for PGD, including singlecell PCR and single-nucleus FISH, are very effective for diagnosis, these classical approaches do have limitations.
Single-cell PCR assays, performed either directly on the cell's DNA or after single-cell whole-genome amplification (WGA), are generally used to diagnose heritable single-gene disorders. In these assays, preferably the causal genetic mutation, along with a minimum of two linked polymorphic markers, are genotyped and phased [7] . This is needed to control for putative drop out of the mutant allele, which represents allele drop out (ADO) or the random failure of amplification of one allele at a locus. Consequently, these assays have to cope with several issues: identifying informative markers near the mutation; optimizing the multiplex format of the singlecell PCRs to minimize ADO; and avoiding misdiagnosis resulting from a possible disconnection of linkage between the mutation and a linked polymorphic marker allele caused by an intervening homologous recombination. Hence, these PCR methods require family-specific designs, resulting in time-consuming preparations, and can be performed only in specialized centers that have accumulated the staff required to design and pilot the diagnostic single-cell PCR tests. Recent state-of-the-art (single-cell) PCR designs also enable PGD for mito chondrial diseases [8] [9] [10] , aneusomies [11] and aneuploidies [12] (Table 1) .
FISH on single nuclei is mainly used to diagnose either heritable DNA copy-number aberrations or sex in cases of X-linked recessive Mendelian disorders with unknown causal mutation ( Table 1) . As with PCR, a major limitation is that FISH assays are also locus specific, often requiring a labor-intensive and family-specific design. Furthermore, not all couples are easily helped using the current FISH strategies. For instance, couples burdened with a complex chromosomal rearrangement in one of the partners are subfertile or are at risk of having disabled offspring because a high fraction of the gametes will be chromosomally unbalanced. Given the limited amount of differentially colored probes that can be applied in a single FISH round, the inherent degradation of DNA in subsequent FISH rounds and the limited time frame available for diagnosis (less than 48 hours after blastomere biopsy in cleavage stage), current FISH-based PGD protocols are often inadequate for supporting these couples. Furthermore, because current FISH-based PGD protocols only detect locus-specific copy-number states and do not analyze the breakpoints of the chromosomes involved in the rearrangement, the presence of a balanced Numbers of PGD cycles reported to the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology PGD consortium during the first 10 years of data collection for different conditions [6] . 'Social sexing' refers to determination of the embryo's sex for social rather than medical reasons. configuration of the rearranged chromosomes cannot be discriminated from the presence of a balanced set of normal chromosomes by ordinary FISH analysis of the blastomere's nucleus. Hence, current routine FISH methods can result in offspring that carries the same risk alleles as their parents. Last but not least, neither FISH nor PCR strategies are capable of detecting de novo abnormalities genome-wide. Besides screening for heritable genetic aberrations, FISH-based PGS has been widely applied to increase the live birth rate for couples with normal karyotypes but infertility problems. The decreasing fecundity of older women associated with age-dependent aneuploidy in the oocyte, as well as the knowledge that the majority of chromosomal errors cause embryonic lethality, led to the hypothesis that selecting chromosomally normal embryos for uterine transfer would increase the live birth rate per embryo transferred. Although the hypothesis was conceptually sound, it is now apparent that there is no clinical benefit of applying FISH-based PGS to individual blastomeres biopsied from human embryos on day 3 following IVF [13] [14] [15] . This is because many human cleavage-stage embryos acquire de novo numerical chromo somal alterations during the first mitotic cell divisions following fertilization, implying that the DNA copy number of a chromosome assessed in the biopsied blastomere is not simply a reflection of the copy-number state of the same chromosome in all blastomeres remaining in the embryo [13] . It remains to be thoroughly investigated whether PGS using non-FISH genome-wide approaches might improve live birth rates per embryo transferred when the test is performed at another developmental stage, either earlier following polar body biopsy or later following trophectoderm biopsy [16] .
High-resolution genome-wide approaches for genome analysis
Recently, state-of-the-art single-cell whole-genome approaches have been developed that could revolutionize PGD practice. Below we discuss these technologies and their potential application for PGD (Table 1 gives an overview). Following cell isolation, the genomes of the biopsied cells are commonly amplified to enable the genome-wide genetic test ( Figure 2 ).
Single-cell isolation
Most PGD cycles are performed on one or two blastomeres biopsied from a day-3 human cleavage-stage embryo. The embryo is immobilized with a holding pipette, a hole is made in the zona pellucida using either chemicals (for example, by applying acidic Tyrode's solution) or lasers [17] and one or more cells are then biopsied by aspiration. Recently, however, it has been suggested that biopsy of cells at other developmental stages may be less deleterious for the early embryo ( Figure 2 ). Biopsy of the developmentally inert polar bodies at the stage of the mature oocyte or one-cell zygote just after fertilization might be less damaging to the developing embryo, but allows screening only for abnormalities present in the maternal genome [18] [19] [20] . Furthermore, advances in embryo culture and cryopreservation techniques allow the biopsy of a number of trophectoderm cells from a day 4 or 5 blastocyst for PGD, because embryo vitrification enables development to be halted for the time needed for analysis of the biopsy. Following diagnosis, suitable preimplantation end-stage embryos are thawed and transferred to the uterus at a receptive stage of the woman's natural, or hormonesupplemented, menstrual cycle [19, [21] [22] [23] .
Whole-genome amplification methods
Given that one diploid human cell contains only about 7 pg DNA and that modern genomics methodologies require hundreds of nanograms of input DNA, the genome(s) of the biopsied cell(s) must first be amplified thousands of times to allow genome-wide analysis. Given that the product of the WGA will ultimately produce the signals on the genomics platform for interpretation and diagnosis (Figure 2) , it is crucial to understand the working and the various imperfections of the different WGA methods [24] . Recent WGA protocols are based on multiple displacement amplification (MDA), PCR or a combination thereof. In MDA-based protocols, primers first randomly anneal to a denatured single-cell DNA template. Subsequently, a DNA polymerase with strong strand displacement capacity copies the genome many times in an isothermal reaction at 30°C [25] . When the 3' end of an extending fragment reaches the 5' end of a neighboring primed chain, it will displace this neighboring strand, liberating single-stranded DNA for new primer annealing and DNA synthesis [25] . The most commonly used enzyme for MDA is the bacteriophage φ29 DNA polymerase, which can generate nucleotide chains over 10 kb in size and has a strong proof-reading capacity, ensuring faithful nucleotide copying during WGA [26] . MDA WGA products usually cover the majority of the human genome and seem to be a preferred method for singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping [27, 28] or base-mutation detection [29, 30] . However, single-cell copy-number profiles following MDA can be significantly distorted [27, 28] , ADOs do occur, and a large number of chimeric DNA-amplification products that distort the cell's original genomic architecture are created during WGA [28, 31] .
PCR WGA methods can be based on linker adaptor PCR (LA-PCR), in which specific adaptors are ligated to fragmented or restriction digested single-cell template DNA prior to PCR amplification. Commercial forms of LA-PCR are available from Sigma-Aldrich (GenomePlex), Rubicon Genomics (ThruPLEX) and Silicon BioSystems (Ampli1) and rely on efficient fragmentation of a cell's genome, proficient adaptor ligation and subsequent PCR. Alternatively, primer extension pre-amplification (PEP)-PCR [32] and degenerate oligonucleotide-primed (DOP)-PCR [33] methods have been developed, as well as WGA methods that combine features of MDA-and PCR-based amplification. PicoPlex [34] (Rubicon Genomics; marketed as SurePlex by BlueGnome) uses MDA-based pre-amplification of the single-cell DNA template followed by PCR-based amplification of the new templates. The latest method, multiple annealing and looping based amplification cycles (MALBAC) [35] , initiates with multiple rounds of displacement amplification using a specific primer design to form looped pre-amplification products of a cell's template DNA, which are then amplified exponentially by PCR. In general, the PCR-based WGA products deliver a more accurate copy-number profile Van [27, 28] and can also be used for SNP genotyping and base-mutation detection [35] . Importantly, however, no WGA method delivers an unbiased representation of a cell's genome. The breadth of genomic coverage, GC bias, chimeric DNA molecules, ADOs, preferential allelic amplifications and nucleotide copy errors can vary significantly between different WGA approaches, making some WGA methods better suited than others for specific genetic tests [27, 28, 35] . MDA and PicoPlex are currently the predominant methods used for PGD; however, a comprehensive study of all (dis)advantages of the various WGA methods for detecting the different classes of genetic variants in single cells using genome-wide platforms is needed.
Single-cell array comparative genomic hybridization for preimplantation genetic diagnosis
Single-cell array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) offers the ability to screen all 24 chromosomes of a biopsied blastomere simultaneously for aneuploidy and at high resolution for segmental DNA copy-number aberrations, thereby surpassing FISH, which is limited to a few loci at a time (Table 1 ). In general, aCGH is based on the hybridization of a fluorescently labeled test DNA sample against a differentially labeled reference DNA sample with known karyotype onto DNA microarrays (Figure 2 ). The latter can contain thousands to millions of DNA spots (bacterial artificial chromosomes or oligonucleo tides), each probing for the abundance of short unique genomic loci in the hybridized samples. Following analysis of the hybridization signals, numerical chromosomal aberrations can be discovered in the test sample. DNA copy-number aberrations as small as about 2.5 Mb have been detected in a single cell following PCR-based WGA and aCGH analysis [36, 37] .
Although single-cell aCGH has several advantages over FISH, it also comes with its own set of difficulties. The major challenge in copy-number profiling a single cell by aCGH remains a coalescence of artifacts in the WGA product. Not only ADO and preferential allelic amplifications, but also chimeric DNA molecules may bias the fluorescent signal on the probe in favor of one or the other allele. In addition, locus-specific amplification yields can depend on genomic features such as the richness of the locus in guanine and cytosine bases. Furthermore, the cell-cycle stage of the isolated cell can complicate the analysis as cells in S phase can have copy numbers of 2, 3 or 4 for a diploid locus, leading to false structural DNA-imbalance discoveries [38] . In human cleavage-stage embryos, multiple blastomeres may reside in S phase at the time of biopsy [39] . As a consequence of this cocktail of WGA artifacts and possibly also biologically determined noise, the standard deviation of fluorescent intensity ratio signals on probes interrogating consecutive domains in the genome will be significantly higher than that found in a similar analysis of a nonamplified DNA test sample extracted from many cells. This affects the sensitivity and specificity of algorithms for detecting DNA copy-number changes in the singlecell WGA product. WGA biases over longer distances may be misinterpreted as genuine copy-number changes. To enable reliable detection of copy-number variants in single-cell genomes, custom data analyses have been developed [36, 37, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] (Figure 2) .
Following the shortening of the aCGH protocol to less than 24 hours and the development of sophisticated algorithms that interpret the single-cell WGA probe signals, aCGH methods can now be used for PGD [36, 44, 45] . Alfarawati et al. [44] reported the first live births after PGD for DNA copy-number aberrations resulting from the inheritance of an unbalanced configuration of chromosomes involved in a balanced recipro cal translocation in one of the parents. Using 24Sure aCGH-based chromosome screening (BlueGnome) of single blastomeres biopsied from human cleavage-stage embryos after IVF (with an approximately 90% success rate), they were able to select multiple embryos for transfer to the woman's uterus because the biopsied cell had a balanced chromosome configuration following aCGH [44] . Some of the transferred embryos subsequently resulted in healthy babies. Fiorentino et al. [36] applied single-blastomere aCGH for PGD to 24 couples carrying 18 different balanced translocations. Of 200 embryos analyzed, 93.5% were successfully diagnosed. A clinical pregnancy rate of 70.6% per embryo transfer was achieved, leading to three successful deliveries and another nine ongoing pregnancies [36] . Vanneste et al. [45] applied aCGH to blastomeres biopsied from day-3 embryos derived from a couple of whom the male partner had a karyotype 46,XY,ins(3;2)(p23;q23q14.2),t(6;14) (p12.2;q13). Embryos that were normal or balanced for both the insertion and translocation could be identified, but no live birth was obtained following transfer [45] . Building on these successful validations of single-cell aCGH for PGD, the technology is mature for routine application in PGD. Furthermore, extensive studies are ongoing to validate the clinical utility of aCGH for PGS on polar-body biopsies [16, 46] and trophectoderm biopsies [16] .
Single-cell SNP-array analyses, a route to a generic method for PGD
Standard SNP-array platforms allow genotyping of hundreds of thousands to millions of SNPs known in the population at once in a DNA sample. Furthermore, the signals for each SNP allele can be exploited for the compu tation of DNA copy-number states (Figure 2 ). Like aCGH, SNP arrays thus offer a genome-wide method to screen for DNA copy-number aberrations, but in addition allow integration of single-cell DNA copynumber calls with their SNP genotypes. This property can be exploited to differentiate a genuine DNA imbalance from likely WGA artifacts [39, [47] [48] [49] , which is a notable advantage over aCGH platforms [24] . For instance, a real deletion of a diploid locus will demonstrate loss of heterozygosity (LOH), whereas the locus delineated by a false deletion due to, for example, inefficient amplification of the region will still show signals for both alleles. In addition, ADO is random and not expected to act on each heterozygous SNP across a large region. Furthermore, SNP arrays allow detection of copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity, indicating uniparental isodisomy in single cells, and determination of the parental origin of DNA anomalies [49, 50] .
The number of SNPs called and the accuracy of the SNP genotype and copy number differ significantly between different WGA methods. Treff et al. [27] tested two MDA-based WGA methods, QIAgen's REPLI-g and GE Healthcare's GenomiPhi, as well as one PCR-based WGA method (GenomePlex) on cultured cells. The MDA-based REPLI-g WGA method allowed the most SNPs to be genotyped and attained the highest genotype accuracy. On the other hand, single-cell SNP copy numbers were most accurate after the PCR-based GenomePlex WGA method.SNP-array platforms and customized computational analyses have been evaluated for diagnosing copy-number aberrations in individual blastomeres, and time-consuming protocols have been reduced to 24 hours [47] . Various groups have shown that hybridizing single-blastomere WGA products on high-density SNP arrays allows reliable calling of chromo some aneuploidies using DNA copy-number and genotype information [39, 47, 51, 52] . For instance, van Uum et al. [50] detected successfully unbalanced transloca tions encompassing segments down to 5 Mb in size.
Importantly, single-cell SNP genotypes can also be used to reconstruct the haplotypes of the entire cell's genome and thus, in theory, to perform PGD. Haplotypes carrying a disease allele can be inferred from a singleblastomere SNP genotype, on condition that the SNP genotypes from the parents and a close relative, typically a sibling, are available. If the latter is afflicted with a disease of which the locus is mapped and the parental risk allele(s) can be defined, single-blastomere haplotyping in turn allows tracking of the inheritance of the genetic (non-)risk allele(s) transmitted by the parents in the biopsied embryos. Hence, single-cell genome-wide SNP-haplotyping methods provide a stepping stone to a generic alternative for PGD for indications currently diagnosed by either PCR or FISH. In an elegant approach called karyomapping, Handyside et al. [53] phased singlecell SNP genotypes for which parental and sibling genotypes were available. To minimize errors due to ADO, karyomapping considers only the informative SNPs that are heterozygous in a cell's genotype following SNP-array analysis. The method was able to pinpoint recombination sites between parental homologous chromosomes and inherited DNA mutations could be correctly inferred from the reconstructed patchwork of haplotype blocks, despite the fact that the causal mutation is not genotyped directly in the cell. They further tested the methodology on a family in which both parents were carriers of a deletion of the nucleotides encoding the codon Phe508 in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene. Following conventional PGD, five preimplantation embryos that were not selected for transfer were used to evaluate karyomapping. The original PGD result could be replicated by interpreting the haplotype blocks inferred in the embryo biopsies. In addition, karyomapping allowed the detection of chromosome aneuploidies and their parental origin.
Single-cell genome sequencing, a route to novel forms of PGD
With the introduction of second-generation sequencing technologies, also known as next-generation sequencing (NGS), it became feasible to characterize entire genomes for the full spectrum of genetic variants in a single experiment. In the context of PGD, this may not only enable a generic method for all possible PGD indications, but also to diagnose each embryo individually for any class of de novo DNA mutation.
For sequencing a cell, a single-cell WGA product is shattered into smaller DNA molecules from which a library of DNA templates for massively parallel sequencing is generated. The resulting short sequence reads, typically up to 100 bases, from one end or both ends of each DNA molecule, termed single-end or paired-end sequencing, respectively, are mapped to the human reference genome for detecting genetic variants using computational methods.
NGS has several important advantages over DNA microarrays that can improve the resolution, accuracy and reliability of variant calls [24] . First, by NGS one can interrogate almost every nucleotide amplified by the WGA method, whereas microarrays examine only certain loci of a single-cell WGA product defined by the physical positions of the probes. Whereas SNP arrays can probe for only a limited number of SNPs known in the population, sequencing allows de novo discovery of the full spectrum of DNA mutations genome-wide. Second, instead of relying on probe-specific fluorescent intensities, single-cell WGA products can now be charac terized at unprecedented digital precision in terms of genomic breadth and depth, with one digital unit representing a mapped sequence read. Third, paired-end sequencing and mapping can unveil the linkage between both ends of each interrogated linear DNA molecule of a single-cell WGA product. This allows discovery of signatures for all types of structural variants in a genome, from various intrachromosomal to interchromosomal rearrangements, simply by interpreting read pairs that map discordantly to the reference genome.
Despite these advantages, the interpretation of singlecell sequencing data remains complicated [24] . Uneven amplification of one locus compared with another still has to be discriminated from genuine submicroscopic copy-number variants. Similarly, chimeric DNA molecules created by WGA have to be distinguished from genuine structural variants in the cell following pairedend sequence analysis. And nucleotide WGA copying errors may be falsely interpreted as true nucleotide changes in the single-cell genome. Nevertheless, several groups have demonstrated the efficacy of single-cell NGS to detect different classes of mutation.
Navin and colleagues [54, 55] showed that low-coverage single-end sequencing after PCR-based WGA enabled profiling a cell's DNA copy-number landscape at a resolution unattainable with even the highest-resolution array approaches available [37, 56] . They developed a methodology using focal read depth analysis, in which the number of single-end reads mapping uniquely to specific bins across the human reference genome is counted and transformed to a copy-number state per bin. Similar approaches were applied by others using singlecell MDA-or PCR-based WGA products [35, 57, 58] . Furthermore, approaches for detecting structural varia tion in a solitary cell by paired-end sequencing of single-cell MDA-or PCR-based WGA products were developed [28] .
To investigate subclonal single-nucleotide mutations in cancer cells, Xu et al. [30] and Hou et al. [29] captured all DNA molecules encompassing exons, representing just over 1% of a human genome, from a sequencing library derived from a single tumor cell following MDA WGA. However, data from a minimum of three cells were required to deliver reliable nucleotide variant calls because of WGA and sequencing errors [30] . Zong et al. [35] required data from multiple MALBAC-amplified single cells to detect reliable nucleotide variants. In contrast to diploid or multiploid cells [29, 30, 35, 59] , WGA products of single haploid cells can be used for de novo mutation detection [58] . In these cases WGA nucleotide copy errors can be discriminated from true base variants in the cell, because no heterozygous base variants are expected for unique loci in a haploid cell, offering interesting routes to profiling polar bodies.
Single-blastomere sequencing for clinical practice has not yet been reported. Nevertheless, NGS of single blastomeres biopsied from human embryos following IVF allows the detection of not only inherited, but also de novo submicroscopic DNA copy-number aberrations, and even to fine-map an inherited interchromosomal rearrangement by identifying the discordantly mapping read-pairs spanning the translocation breakpoint [28] . These data hint that single-blastomere sequencing for PGD applications may soon become reality. Furthermore, two research groups recently reported the validation of NGS methods applied on multi-cell trophectoderm biopsies for PGD of IVF embryos. Yin et al. [60] demonstrated that low-coverage single-end genome sequencing of WGA products derived from trophectoderm biopsies can be used to detect DNA copy-number aberrations. Treff et al. [61] used targeted deep sequencing of PCR amplicons obtained from pools of five lymphocytes and from multi-cell trophectoderm biopsies not subjected to WGA. The amplicons encompassed nucleotide substitutions or indels anticipated through inheritance. Their NGS results proved to be fully concordant with the traditional PGD [61] .
Conclusions and future perspectives
Single-cell genomics is remodeling PGD. Rapid singlecell aCGH-and SNP-array protocols enable the detection of inherited or even de novo DNA copy-number aberrations encompassing a few megabases simultaneously across all 24 chromosomes. These genome-wide methods are likely to gradually replace locus-and family-specific FISH-based PGD approaches [36, 44, 50, 62] , offering a generic and standard approach for couples burdened with a balanced (complex) translocation or other type of intra-or interchromosomal rearrangement. Furthermore, single-cell SNP genotypes can be phased using the genotypes of the parents and a close relative, and thus allow genome-wide tracing of the inheritance of parental haplotypes that bear a disease-causing non-mito chondrial genetic variant [53, 63] . Here, a mutation -such as a point mutation, indel, microdeletion or microduplication -inherited by an embryo is not genotyped directly in a blastomere of that embryo, but is rather imputed from linked SNPs embedded in the same inferred nuclear haplotype block. Additionally, in cases in which PGD is performed for balanced chromosomal rearrangements present in one of the parents, single-cell haplotyping can discriminate the inheritance of a balanced rearrangement from a balanced normal chromosome configuration. Last but not least, it may allow the discovery of the presence and parental origin of copy-neutral uniparental disomies, as well as of, for example, meiotic trisomies. Although single-cell genome-wide haplotyping technology is not routine in PGD practice yet, large-scale validation studies are ongoing.
In the near future, genome sequencing of single blastomeres biopsied from cleavage-stage embryos or trophectoderm biopsies from human blastocysts may become routine practice in PGD [60, 61] . Currently, single-cell genome sequencing already allows detection of inherited and de novo copy-number aberrations at a resolution and accuracy far beyond that attainable with microarray analyses. In addition, genotypes computed from single-cell sequences may allow not only the imputation of inherited risk variants by inferring SNP haplotypes, as for single-cell SNP-array data, but also genotyping of the inherited causal mutation directly. Single-cell genome sequencing furthermore holds the potential to detect mitochondrial DNA mutations and in fact any type of de novo mutation genome-wide.
Challenges such as the cost and duration of highresolution genome-wide analyses will soon be overcome. From various ongoing large-scale human genome sequen cing projects, our knowledge will increase to sift deleterious de novo mutations from neutral ones, and thus the interpretation of detected (de novo) genetic variants in the context of PGD will become clearer. Hence, time is pressing to define pertinent ethical guidelines for human embryo selection following genomewide analysis as the technology will allow selection of embryos not only for highly penetrant Mendelian diseases, but also for various Mendelian traits at once, as well as for a combination of susceptibility factors for complex diseases.
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